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Abstract—Mobile TV broadcast networks have received sig-
nificant attention from the industry and academia, as they have
already been deployed in several countries around the world and
their expected market potential is huge. In such networks, a base
station broadcasts TV channels in bursts with bit rates much
higher than the encoding bit rates of the videos. This enables
mobile receivers to receive a burst of traffic and then turn off their
receiving circuits till the next burst to conserve energy. The base
station needs to construct a transmission schedule for all bursts of
different TV channels. Constructing optimal (in terms of energy
saving) transmission schedules has been shown to be an NP-com-
plete problem when the TV channels carry video streams encoded
at arbitrary and variable bit rates. In this paper, we propose a
near-optimal approximation algorithm to solve this problem. We
prove the correctness of the proposed algorithm and derive its
approximation factor. We also conduct extensive evaluation of
our algorithm using implementation in a real mobile TV testbed
as well as simulations. Our experimental and simulation results
show that the proposed algorithm: 1) is practical and produces
correct burst schedules; 2) achieves near-optimal energy saving
for mobile devices; and 3) runs efficiently in real time and scales
to large scheduling problems.

Index Terms—Broadcast networks, burst transmission, Digital
Vido Broadcast-Handheld (DVB-H), energy saving, mobile video
streaming, time slicing.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE mobile TV service is expected to be the next killer
application for mobile devices such as smart phones and

mobile media players. It extends the viewing time of users and
provides more business opportunities to content providers. Al-
though mobile TV networks have already been deployed in sev-
eral countries and are being tried in many others [1], there is
still a large room for optimizing their performance from dif-
ferent angles. This paper addresses the problem of minimizing
energy consumption for mobile devices while allowing content
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providers to broadcast diverse video content encoded at arbi-
trary different and variable bit rates. Minimizing energy con-
sumption in mobile TV networks is critical for the success and
wide adoption of mobile TV service because most mobile de-
vices are battery-powered. In fact, popular mobile TV standards
such as Digital Video Broadcast-Handheld (DVB-H) [2], [3] and
MediaFLO (Forward Link Only technology) [4] dictate using
energy-saving schemes to increase the viewing time on mobile
devices. The typical energy-saving scheme is to broadcast TV
channels in bursts at bit rates much higher than the encoding
rates of the video streams. Mobile devices can then receive a
burst of traffic and turn off their radio frequency (RF) circuits
till the next burst. This is referred to as time slicing. To enable
time slicing for mobile devices, a base station broadcasting mul-
tiple TV channels needs to schedule the transmission of bursts
belonging to all TV channels. The burst scheduling algorithm
must not result in receivers’ buffer over- or underflow instances
that cause playout glitches and degrade viewing experience for
any TV channel.

Current burst scheduling approaches are simple heuristics.
For example, the base station in Nokia Mobile Broadcast So-
lution (MBS) [5] can only take a system-wide interburst time
period, which is manually specified by the network operator.
That is, all TV channels, despite the encoding bit rates, have the
same number of bursts in every scheduling time window, while
the burst length of each TV channel may be different. Manu-
ally selecting a feasible interburst time for TV channels with
different bit rates is challenging and error-prone, while the re-
sulting burst schedules may not be optimal in terms of energy
saving. This is because when the TV channels have different bit
rates, the number of bursts that each channel requires as well
as the size of each burst will be different in optimal schedules.
Therefore, each TV channel should not only have diverse but
also dynamic interburst periods, which are not supported by cur-
rent base stations such as Nokia MBS.

Being restricted by the current base stations, many mobile
TV deployments had to resort to encoding all TV channels at
the same bit rate and simply stagger TV channels next to each
other. For example, the trial mobile TV service in Paris broad-
cast 13 TV channels all encoded at 270 kbps [6]. Encoding all
TV channels at the same bit rate is clearly inefficient and may
yield huge quality variations among TV channels carrying dif-
ferent kinds of programs. For example, encoding a sports game
requires a much higher bit rate than encoding a talk show. If we
encode all TV channels at the same high bit rate, some chan-
nels may unnecessarily be allocated more bandwidth than they
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require, and this extra bandwidth yields only marginal or no vi-
sual quality improvement. Thus, the expensive wireless band-
width of the broadcast network could be wasted. On the other
hand, if we encode all TV channels at the same low or moderate
bit rate, not all channels will have good visual quality, which
is annoying to users. To the best of our knowledge, there exist
no systematic ways in the literature that fully address the burst
scheduling problem for mobile TV networks with arbitrary and
variable TV channel bit rates.

In [7] and [8], we have shown that the burst scheduling
problem in mobile TV networks is NP-complete for TV chan-
nels with arbitrary bit rates. We also proposed a scheduling
algorithm for a special case of the general problem: when the
bit rates of the TV channels have power of 2 increments. In
the current paper, we propose a near-optimal algorithm for
the general burst scheduling problem that does not require
any assumption on the channel bit rates: Both diverse and
variable bit rates are supported. This algorithm provides great
flexibility for the content providers to choose the appropriate
encoding bit rates for different types of video content. This in
turn will provide better utilization of the expensive wireless
medium and thus more offered TV channels, as well as higher
perceived video quality and thus wider adoption of the mobile
TV service. In addition, the proposed algorithm enables the
content provider to offer differentiated classes of services for
different subscription rates. For example, better quality videos
encoded at higher bit rates can be offered for higher premiums.
This service differentiation is quite difficult (if at all possible)
to offer with the current burst scheduling algorithms. The
proposed algorithm achieves all of the above while making
the energy consumption of mobile devices very close to the
absolute possible minimum.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We present a general formulation of the burst scheduling

problem in mobile TV networks. This formulation is gen-
eral because each TV channel can be coded at any arbitrary
encoding rate and into either Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR) or
Variable-Bit-Rate (VBR) streams. The objective of the for-
mulation is to maximize the overall energy saving of all
mobile devices, which is a critical issue as mobile devices
are battery-powered and have stringent energy constraints.

• This general formulation is NP-complete and cannot be
optimally solved within reasonable amount of time. We,
therefore, propose an approximation algorithm to solve it.
We prove the correctness of the proposed algorithm, and
we show that it runs in time , where is the
scheduling frame length, and is the number of TV chan-
nels. Moreover, we prove that burst schedules produced by
the proposed algorithm are very close to optimal schedules.

• We implement the proposed algorithm in a real mobile
TV testbed, and we conduct extensive experiments using
it. The experimental results show that the proposed algo-
rithm: 1) is practical and produces correct burst schedules;
2) achieves near-optimal energy saving for mobile devices;
and 3) is efficient and can run in real time.

• We also implement the proposed algorithm in a mobile TV
simulator, which captures important aspects related to the
burst scheduling problem, but abstracts away irrelevant de-

tails. We use this simulator to exercise the proposed algo-
rithm with wider ranges of parameters that are difficult to
set in the real testbed. The simulation results show that:
1) larger receiver buffer size allows higher energy saving,
but incurs longer channel switching delay; 2) the proposed
algorithm does scale to high network utilization with mar-
ginal performance degradation: energy saving reduces by
less than 5% as the utilization approaches 100%; 3) a fairly
small scheduling frame length, up to 60 s, results in high
energy saving; and 4) the proposed algorithm is efficient
even for extreme cases: it terminates in 100 ms under 100%
network utilization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a brief background on mobile TV networks and re-
views the related works in the literature. In Section III, we
state the burst scheduling problem in mobile TV networks, and
we present the mathematical formulation of the problem. We
propose a new burst scheduling algorithm and analyze it in
Section IV. In Section IV, we also explain how the proposed
algorithm can be used to broadcast VBR streams in real mobile
TV networks. We conduct extensive experiments and simu-
lations and present the results in Section V. We conclude the
paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Mobile TV Networks

TV programs can be delivered to mobile devices using cel-
lular networks or dedicated broadcast networks. In this paper,
we focus on broadcast networks, which have the potential to
serve to a large number of subscribers. There are several systems
and standards for video broadcast networks, including T-DMB
[9], ISDB-T [10], MediaFLO [4], and DVB-H [2], [11]. Among
the above broadcast networks, only DVB-H and MediaFLO try
to minimize the energy consumption of mobile devices by peri-
odically turning their RF circuits off. MediaFLO [4] is a video
broadcast system developed by Qualcomm. The details of the
design are not public. In contrast, DVB-H [2], [11] is an open
international standard. We use the open DVB-H standard in our
discussion throughout the paper. Nonetheless, in our problem
formulation and solution, we abstract away the specific details
of the DVB-H standard. Therefore, our solutions are also appli-
cable to other video broadcast networks.

We present an overview of the DVB-H standard. DVB-H is an
extension to the Digital Video Broadcast-Terrestrial (DVB-T)
standard [12] to support mobile devices. DVB-H standard de-
fines protocols below the network layer and uses IP as the in-
terface with the higher-layer protocols such as UDP and RTP.
The IP Datacast standard [2] complements DVB-H by defining a
set of higher-layer protocols for a complete end-to-end solution.
DVB-H encapsulates IP packets using Multi-Protocol Encapsu-
lation (MPE) sections to form MPEG-2 transport streams. Thus,
data from a specific TV channel form a sequence of MPEs.
MPEs are optionally FEC-protected before transmitted over the
air medium. To save energy of mobile devices, MPEs belonging
to a given TV channel are transmitted in bursts. Fig. 1 illustrates
the main components of a DVB-H network. Our proposed burst
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Fig. 1. The main components of mobile TV broadcast networks. Our work
optimizes the time slicing component.

scheduling algorithm resides in the Time Slicing part of the IP
Encapsulator, which runs on the base station as shown in Fig. 1.

We note that mobile devices have stringent battery capacity
and heat dissipation requirements, thus they cannot accommo-
date mobile TV chips that consume too much energy. However,
even the state-of-the-art prototype mobile TV chips, such as
[13], consume 200 mW, while commercial chips consume as
high as 500 mW in continuous mode [14]. These chips require
significantly more power than the design guideline specified in
the DVB-H standard [15], which states that the mobile TV chips
with power consumption higher than 100 mW are not suitable
for handheld devices. This gap emphasizes the importance of
time slicing and the burst scheduling problem formulated and
solved in the paper.

To understand the actual power consumption of the mobile
TV chips in the market, we conduct an experiment using a real
mobile TV testbed in our lab. More details on this testbed are
given in Section V-A. We encode a 10-min TV news clip. We
then use our mobile TV base station to broadcast this coded
stream, and we restart it once its end is reached. We configure
our base station to broadcast with a fixed interburst time period
of 3 s. We use a Nokia N96 phone to watch this TV channel for
3.5 h, and we measure its energy consumption using a built-in
energy monitor, called Juice. Juice is a lightweight program that
runs in the background, which measures battery voltage, cur-
rent, as well as power consumption and saves them into a log
file. A recent study reports that Juice produces accurate mea-
surements compared to external instruments [16]. We plot a
sample power consumption curve in Fig. 2, which shows a small
time window for readability; curve outside this time window is
similar. This figure shows that there are periodical power con-
sumption spikes of 0.3 W every 3 s, which equals the interburst
time period. This means that the mobile TV chip used by Nokia
N96 phones consumes 300 mW in continuous mode, which is
about 30% of the total phone power consumption and is thus
nontrivial.

B. Related Work

A number of works have addressed energy saving in mobile
TV networks. The authors of [15] and [17] estimate the effec-
tiveness of the time slicing technique for given burst schedules.
Both works indicate that time slicing enables mobile devices to
turn off their RF circuits for a significant fraction of the time.
These two works do not solve the burst scheduling problem;

Fig. 2. Sample power consumption results captured on a Nokia N96 phone.

they only compute the achieved energy saving for a given pre-
determined burst schedule. In contrast, we formulate and solve
the burst scheduling problem for arbitrary bit rates.

The authors of [18] propose an energy-saving strategy by not
receiving some MPE-FEC sections once the received sections
can successfully reconstruct the data. In this way, mobile de-
vices can turn off their RF circuits earlier, which leads to addi-
tional energy saving compared to receiving all MPE-FEC sec-
tions. The authors of [19] consider mobile devices with an aux-
iliary short-range wireless interface and construct a cooperative
network among several devices over this short-range wireless
network. Mobile devices share received IP packets over this
short-range network, so that each mobile device only receives
a small fraction of IP packets directly from the DVB-H net-
work. This allows these mobile devices to reduce the frequency
of opening their RF circuits. Assuming sending/receiving IP
packets through the short range network is more energy-effi-
cient than receiving DVB-H sections, this cooperative strategy
can save energy consumption. The proposals in [18] and [19]
are orthogonal and complementary to our work as they reside in
the mobile devices themselves and try to achieve additional en-
ergy saving on top of that achieved by time slicing. In contrast,
our algorithm is implemented in the base station broadcasting
TV channels to mobile devices.

We note that receivers in mobile TV broadcast networks have
separate RF circuits and antennas for processing TV signals,
other than the circuits for receiving and making phone calls.
Our work focuses only on optimizing the energy saving for TV
signal receivers. In addition, because of the one-way nature of
the broadcast networks, feedback channels from numerous re-
ceivers to the base station are not practical. Thus, many of the
energy-saving techniques designed for video streaming to the
general wireless devices are not readily applicable to mobile
TV networks. For example, the throttling technique proposed in
[20], which enables a wireless receiver to indirectly control the
sending pattern of an Internet streaming server, requires a feed-
back channel from the receiver to the server, which may not be
possible in mobile TV networks.

Finally, our previous work proposed an optimal burst sched-
uling algorithm for a simplified version of the burst scheduling
problem where TV channels are classified into a few classes, and
each class has a different bit rate [7], [8]. The bit rate of class
, , can take any value in the form of , where
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TABLE I
LIST OF SYMBOLS USED

Fig. 3. Time slicing in mobile TV networks to save energy.

, and is the bit rate of the lowest class. In
this paper, we study the general scheduling problem where each
TV channel can take any arbitrary bit rate. This general problem
enables finer-grained optimization by providing higher bit rate
flexibility. Preliminary results of this work were published in
[21].

III. BURST SCHEDULING PROBLEM

In this section, we state the burst scheduling problem, and we
mathematically formulate it. The notations used in the paper are
listed in Table I.

A. Problem Statement

We consider mobile TV networks in which a base station
broadcasts digital TV channels to mobile devices over a
shared air medium with bandwidth kbps. Examples of such
networks include DVB-H [2], [3] and MediaFLO [4]. Each TV
channel , , has a bit rate kbps. We consider a
very general problem where each TV channel can be encoded
in arbitrary bit rate suitable to the video content carried by this
channel. To save the energy consumption of mobile devices,
the base station broadcasts each TV channel in bursts at bit
rate kbps. Thus, after receiving and buffering a burst of data,
mobile devices can switch off their RF circuits till the next
burst. The next burst time is computed by the base station and
included in the header fields of every burst. This is referred to
as time slicing, especially in the terminology of the DVB-H
standard [2], [3]. Fig. 3 depicts time slicing in mobile TV
networks. Notice that the RF circuits are turned on slightly
before the burst time because it takes some time to wake up and
synchronize the circuitry before it can start receiving data. This

Fig. 4. The burst scheduling problem in mobile TV networks.

time is called the overhead duration and is denoted by . is
in the range of 50–250 ms with current technology [2], [15].

Let be the energy saving of the mobile devices receiving
TV channel . is calculated as the ratio of the time the RF
circuits are in off mode to the total time. The values indicate
the energy saving due to time slicing, and it has been used by
previous works in the literature [17], [18] and in the standard-
ization documents [15]. We define the average system-wide en-
ergy saving over all TV channels as . The
energy saving as well as the time slicing itself are performed
on a recurring time window called a frame. We let denote
the frame length, which is a system parameter in mobile TV
broadcast networks. Fig. 4 shows an example of three recurring
frames. In general, longer frame lengths provide more chances
to shuffle bursts around for better energy saving. However, a
longer may increase the channel switching delay and com-
putation complexity of the burst scheduling algorithm. We will
empirically study these tradeoffs in Section V.

Now, the burst scheduling problem can be stated as follows.
Problem 1 (Burst Scheduling in Mobile TV Systems): Given
TV channels of different and variable bit rates to be simultane-

ously broadcast to mobile devices. Each TV channel is broad-
cast as bursts of data to save the energy consumption of mo-
bile devices. Our problem is to find the optimal transmission
schedule for bursts of all TV channels to maximize the system-
wide energy saving . The transmission schedule specifies the
number of bursts for each TV channel in a frame as well
as the start and end times for each burst. The schedule cannot
have burst collisions, which happen when two or more bursts
have nonempty intersection in time. In addition, the schedule
must ensure that there are no receiver buffer violations for any
channel. A buffer violation occurs when the receiver of a TV
channel either: 1) has no data in the buffer to playout (buffer
underflow); or 2) has no space to store data during a burst trans-
mission (buffer overflow).

B. Problem Formulation

We show a simple example of the burst scheduling problem
in Fig. 4. This figure depicts that, in the considered problem,
the bursts have various sizes, are disjoint in time, and are re-
peated in all recurring frames. Furthermore, a TV channel can
have multiple bursts in each frame to ensure that there are no
buffer violations. To illustrate the receiver buffer dynamics for a
valid schedule, we demonstrate in Fig. 5 the receiver buffer level
of a TV channel with two bursts in each frame. We make two
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of the receiver buffer.

observations about this figure. First, during a burst, the buffer
level increases with a rate (slope of the line) of , which is
much larger than the consumption rate of when there is no
burst. Second, the frame starts with an initial buffer level (de-
noted by ) and ends at the same buffer level. Clearly, this is a
requirement for any valid burst scheduling solution, otherwise
the receiver buffer may have over/underflow instances.

Let be the number of bursts of TV channel in each frame.
We denote the start time and burst size of burst of channel

as s and kb, respectively, where and
. Since mobile devices open their RF circuits

ms before and it takes to transfer kb data, the
RF circuits are on for burst of channel during time period

. In addition, any burst must be smaller
than the receiver buffer size , i.e., . We define the
buffer level at the beginning of burst of TV channel as
kb. As illustrated in Fig. 5, can be computed as

where the second term accounts for the received data
and the third term accounts for the consumed data. The
output of the burst scheduling algorithm is a schedule

, where is the schedule for
TV channel . In addition, , where

is the number of bursts, is the initial buffer level,
indicates the burst start times, and

represents the burst sizes.
The burst scheduling problem can then be formulated as

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)

(1e)

(1f)

The goal is to compute the schedule to maximize the objec-
tive function in (1a), i.e., the system-wide energy saving . The
constraints (1b)–(1f) guarantee that the resulting burst schedule
is feasible as defined in Problem 1. In particular, (1b) ensures
that there are no burst intersections among all channels. (1c)
validates the buffer level for channel at the start time of every
burst to prevent buffer underflow instances. We note that is a
function of , , and as defined above. (1d) validates the
buffer level for channel at the end time of every burst to pre-
vent buffer overflow instances. It is sufficient to check the buffer
level only at the start and end times because the buffer level only
increases during the bursts, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The buffer
under- and overflow instances at frame boundaries are prevented
by (1e). (1f) says that the number of received and consumed bits
for channel are equivalent in every frame, which in turn en-
sures that the buffer level at the end of every frame is equal to
the initial buffer level .

C. Hardness

The considered burst scheduling problem is fairly general
and quite difficult to solve. In fact, we have proved that the
burst scheduling problem is NP-complete in our previous work
[7], [8]. Moreover, although the considered problem might look
somewhat similar to preemptive machine scheduling problems
at a first glance, there is a fundamental difference between
our burst scheduling problem and various machine scheduling
problems. Most machine scheduling problems consider costless
preemption model [22], while our burst scheduling problem
adopts costly preemption model as each preemption in our
problem leads to energy consumption overhead for ms
period, which is not negligible compared to the burst size.
The costly preemption model has only been considered in a
few works [23]–[26]. The authors of [24] and [25] partially
cope with preemption costs by adding constraints to limit the
number of preemptions. The authors of [23] solve the problem
of minimizing the weighted sum of the total task flow time
and the preemption penalty, where the weight is ad hoc. The
author of [26] considers the problem of minimizing weighted
completion time and task makespan under a given preemption
cost. Unlike these works that partially cope with preemption
costs, our burst scheduling problem considers preemption cost
in the objective function and does not allow any overdue bursts.
Hence, these algorithms, as well as others developed in the
literature with costless preemption model [22], are not appli-
cable to the burst scheduling problem. Thus, we develop an
approximation algorithm to solve the burst scheduling problem
in Section IV.

IV. NEAR-OPTIMAL ALGORITHM

We first observe that the formulation in (1) has two tightly
coupled constraints: no burst intersection [(1b)] and no receiver
buffer violation [(1c)–(1f)]. These two constraints prevent us
from employing many common techniques for solving machine
scheduling problems. Therefore, in Section IV-A, we propose
to decouple these two constraints by transforming the original
formulation in (1) into another formulation, which only has one
constraint and is easier to solve. We call the new formulation
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transformed formulation. In Section IV-B, we present an effi-
cient algorithm to solve the transformed formulation with near-
optimality. We also convert the near-optimal schedule for the
transformed formulation back to the original formulation in the
same subsection. In Section IV-C, we analytically study the pro-
posed algorithm, and we show its correctness, complexity, and
approximation factor.

A. Transform

The goal of the transform is to construct a formulation with
a single constraint of no burst collisions. The transformed for-
mulation is then similar to those of the machine scheduling
problems and can be efficiently solved with near-optimality. To
achieve this goal, we propose to split the receiver buffer into two
equal-sized buffers, called and , and we divide the frame
into multiple subframes such that the number of bits that is re-
ceived for smooth playout in each subframe never exceeds the
size of or . In every subframe, a mobile device stores the
received data in one of its buffers, say , for later usage and
decodes the previously received data from another buffer, say

. The mobile device swaps its two buffers upon a new sub-
frame is reached: It stores the received data in the empty buffer

and decodes the data from the filled buffer . For smooth
playouts, we need to make sure that the number of received bits
in each subframe is the same as the number of consumed bits
in the subsequent subframe, and we present a systematic way of
doing this in the following.

We let be a set of subframes of TV channel , where
. More specifically, we define

and , where

(2a)

if
(2b)

if . (2c)

In this definition, is subframe of TV channel and is
written as a 3-tuple , where and are the start
and end times of this subframe, and is the total burst time that
should be assigned to the TV channel between and for
smooth playouts. With the above notations, we write the trans-
formed formulation as

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

In this formulation, the objective function in (3a) minimizes
the number of total bursts in the frame. This is because fewer
bursts lead to less overhead due to waking up RF circuits and

thus result in higher energy saving. The constraint in (3b) pre-
vents any intersected bursts, and the constraint in (3c) ensures
that the total burst length scheduled for TV channel between
times and equals to . We notice that the rationale be-
hind the definition of is to make sure that every subframe

gets scheduled bursts that are sufficient to transmit kb
video data [indicated by (2c)], which equals to the amount of
data required for smooth playouts in the subsequent subframe
[indicated by (2a) and (2b)]. In addition, while each subframe

( and ) requires total
burst time , it need not be from a single burst.

B. Efficient Algorithm

We present an efficient algorithm to solve the transformed
formulation in (3) in the sequel, and we call it Double Buffering
Scheduling (DBS) algorithm. We define decision points as the
time instances at which either a new subframe starts, i.e., at time

for any and , or bursts scheduled to a subframe have met
the required burst length, i.e., satisfying the constraint in (3c).
At each decision point , our scheduling algorithm schedules
a burst for the subframe with the smallest end time among
all outstanding subframes with start time earlier than the current
time, i.e., . We say a subframe is outstanding if and only if
it requires more bursts, i.e., the current schedule has not satisfied
its constraint in (3c) yet. Moreover, we let be the completion
time of subframe , where represents the time at which its
constraint in (3c) is met. Our scheduling algorithm terminates
whenever there is no outstanding subframe nor a subframe that
has a start time in the future. In Lemma 1, we prove that our al-
gorithm gives a burst schedule that minimizes the subframe late-
ness, which is defined as . The achieved lateness allows
us to determine whether the resulting burst schedule is feasible
or not. More precisely, we check whether is nonpos-
itive for all and . If this is true, we know that the resulting
burst scheduling is feasible. Otherwise, our algorithm prompts
the network operator to reduce the number of TV channels be-
cause the required bandwidth exceeds the network capacity.

Fig. 6 gives a high-level pseudo code of the proposed DBS
burst scheduling algorithm. In lines 1–4, the algorithm con-
structs the transformed formulation by defining the subframes
for all TV channels. In lines 5–9, it traverses through all deci-
sion points in the transformed formulation and builds a burst
schedule. Last, it checks whether the resulting schedule is fea-
sible in lines 10–13.

C. Analysis

We first show, in the next lemma, that the DBS algorithm can
solve the transformed formulation.

Lemma 1: The DBS algorithm finds a burst schedule for the
transformed formulation in (3) if and only if one exists.

Proof: First, we prove that if the DBS algorithm returns a
schedule , then is a feasible solution for the formulation in
(3). In Fig. 6, the for-loop between lines 7–9 iterates through
all decision points, which are defined as the time instances at
which a subframe starts or a subframe reaches its required burst
length. While at each decision point, line 8 schedules the out-
standing subframe with the smallest frame end time. Therefore,
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Fig. 6. A near-optimal burst scheduling algorithm.

resulting schedules of the DBS algorithm have no burst colli-
sions and satisfy (3b). We notice that this for-loop actually com-
poses a burst schedule that minimizes the maximal subframe
lateness among all subframes of all TV channels. This
can be proved by transforming any optimal burst schedule to
with a finite number of burst swaps without compromising the
schedule feasibility. This burst swapping technique is similar to
the one used in [22, Theorem 4.4], which solves a single ma-
chine preemptive scheduling problem for minimizing task late-
ness. In lines 11–13, the algorithm checks whether satisfies
(3c) by comparing the maximal subframe lateness against zero.
Since returned in line 13 satisfies (3), the proof follows.

Second, we show that if the algorithm does not find a fea-
sible burst schedule, there exists no solution for the formulation
in (3). We prove this by contradiction. Assume that there is a
feasible schedule and our algorithm in line 13 claims the re-
sulting is not feasible. Note that line 13 says that is not
feasible only if the corresponding maximal subframe lateness
is positive. However, the feasible schedule must have a non-
positive maximal subframe lateness, and the maximal subframe
lateness of is smaller than that of . However, as discussed
above, the for-loop between lines 7–9 minimizes the maximal
subframe lateness, which leads to a contradiction because the
algorithm should have returned instead.

We then show in the next lemma that the proposed transform
does not affect the existence of feasible burst schedules.

Lemma 2: There exists a feasible schedule for the trans-
formed formulation in (3) if and only if there exists a feasible
schedule for the original formulation in (1).

Proof: We claim that for an arbitrary buffer size , there
exists a feasible burst schedule for the original burst scheduling
formulation in (1) if and only if . We show
this by constructing a feasible schedule as follows. Without
loss of generality, we assume that . We
allocate a burst to each TV channel every s, the burst
size for TV channel is , and bursts for different
TV channels are placed in a round-robin fashion. We note that
the resulting schedule leads to no buffer violations for any
TV channel . More importantly, the total burst length in each

round is no longer than the round
duration if and only if . This shows that
the existence of a feasible burst schedule for the original for-
mulation in (1) is independent from the receiver buffer size .
Hence, the proposed transform does not affect the existence of
feasible schedules.

With these two lemmas, we can now show that the DBS al-
gorithm always finds a feasible burst schedule for the original
burst scheduling formulation in (1).

Theorem 1 (Correctness): The DBS algorithm produces a
feasible schedule for the original formulation in (1).

Proof: Lemmas 1 and 2 reduce the proof to showing that
any feasible schedule for the formulation in (3) is also feasible
for the formulation in (1). In lines 2–4, we divide each frame
into disjoint subframes, where each subframe has a
required burst length kb. Therefore, following the defini-
tion of in (2c), any feasible burst schedule for the trans-
formed formulation in (3) transmits kb data in every sub-
frame. Furthermore, the definitions of and in (2a) and
(2b) indicate that the duration of each subframe is and
the amount of data to support smooth playout in a subframe
is . Finally, letting gives a
burst schedule for the original formulation in (1), where mo-
bile devices always consume the data received in the immediate,
preceding subframe. Therefore, this schedule satisfies the con-
straints in (1c)–(1f), which yields the theorem.

This theorem completes our proof of correctness. Next, we
derive the approximation factor of the DBS algorithm and its
time complexity.

Theorem 2 (Approximation Factor and Time Complexity):
The DBS algorithm produces near-optimal burst schedules with
the approximation factor

(4)

where and are the average energy saving achieved by
the optimal scheduling algorithm and the DBS algorithm,
respectively. Moreover, the DBS algorithm runs in time

.
Proof: To compute the approximation factor, we first de-

termine the number of bursts in the optimal schedule and
in the schedule that is produced by the DBS algorithm. Con-
sider any transformed formulation constructed by the for-loop
in lines 2–4 with a set of subframes . The number of subframes
is given as . Notice that fewer preemp-
tions in general lead to higher energy saving. However, to pre-
vent buffer overflow instances, any optimal burst schedule
must have at least bursts for each TV channel , i.e.,

. Thus, we have . We then consider
the number of bursts produced by the DBS algorithm. We note
that the total number of bursts is bounded by the number of deci-
sion points, which are defined as the time instances at which ei-
ther a subframe starts or completes. Observe that, except for the
boundary cases, a new subframe is only created when the pre-
vious subframe completes. This means that the total number of
decision points is . Since , the number
of bursts in is at most two times the number of bursts in the
optimal schedule . Thus, we have .
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Now, we derive the approximation factor as follows.
Following the definition of the average energy saving , we
write the optimal energy saving as

(5)

Similarly, we write the energy saving achieved by our algorithm
as

(6)

While combining these two inequalities gives the approxima-
tion factor , the resulting equation is too complex to reveal
useful insights. To simplify it, we assume the bandwidth of the
mobile TV network is saturated: . This is a rea-
sonable assumption because the wireless spectrum is expensive
and service providers would broadcast as many TV channels as
possible. With this practical assumption, we get (4).

Last, we analyze the time complexity of the DBS algorithm.
Observe that constructing the set takes , sorting
subframes on start times takes , and storing
outstanding subframes in the priority queue and composing

take . Moreover ,
and can be considered as a small constant for practical
encoding bit rates (few hundreds of kbps) and buffer sizes
(few Mb). Thus, the time complexity of the DBS algorithm is

.
To shed some light on the approximation factor derived in

the above theorem, we numerically analyze it using a range of
practical values. We consider mobile TV networks with various
wireless medium capacities between 4.354 and 19.595 Mbps.
These values cover possible bit rates of a 7-MHz frequency band
with different modulation and coding schemes [15]. We let the
overhead duration s. We first fix receiver buffer size
at Mb and vary number of TV channels between 10
to 40. We compute the approximation factor and plot it in
Fig. 7 for different capacities of the wireless medium. The figure
shows that our DBS algorithm produces very close results to the
optimal ones. For example, using our algorithm to broadcast 10
to 40 TV channels over a 7.620 Mbps medium, the average en-
ergy saving achieved by mobile devices is about 5% less than the
absolute maximum energy saving that can be achieved using any
algorithm to solve this NP-complete problem. Also, as detailed
in the evaluation section, our algorithm obtains these near-op-
timal results in the order of tens of milliseconds on a commodity
PC. Notice also that as the number of TV channels increases, the
approximation factor of our algorithm actually improves and ap-
proaches 1. Next, we analyze the approximation factor as the re-
ceiver buffer varies from 1 to 16 Mb, while the number of TV

Fig. 7. The approximation factor of the DBS algorithm.

channels is fixed at 30. The results (not shown here due to space
limitations) confirm that the approximation factor is typically
close to 1, and it becomes even closer to 1 as the receiver buffer
size increases, which is an expected trend in the future. These
numerical results imply that our algorithm will yield almost op-
timal results in most deployments of mobile TV networks.

D. Broadcasting Rate-Regulated VBR Video Streams

So far in this paper, we considered multiple TV channels en-
coded in different bit rates, and the bit rate of each channel is
constant. In this section, we explain how our algorithm handles
the variability in the bit rates of TV channels.

TV programs can be encoded into either CBR or VBR
streams, where CBR coders dynamically adjust the coding
parameters (such as the quantization step) to produce streams
with constant bit rates, while VBR coders may fix the coding
parameters to produce streams with constant video quality.
Strict CBR streams, in which every picture is encoded with a
fixed number of bits, suffer coding inefficiency and high quality
fluctuation [27]. Therefore, modern video coding standards
such as H.264/AVC [28] support CBR coding in a relaxed
sense, where streaming servers employ a rate-regulation buffer
to regulate VBR coded streams into CBR streams at streaming
time. We describe the rate-regulation process in the following.

The rate-regulation operation can be described by the Hypo-
thetical Reference Decoder (HRD) model of H.264/AVC [29],
which guides streaming systems to properly set up buffer to
smooth out the streaming traffic without incurring any buffer
under/overflow instances for smooth playouts. Similar to hy-
pothetical reference decoders defined in previous video coding
standards, the H.264/AVC HRD model is based on the leaky
bucket model. Fig. 8 illustrates the buffer dynamics at both the
sender (on the left) and the receiver (on the right), which are
connected by a CBR communication channel with a constant
delay. At the sender side, each coded picture is instantaneously
inserted into the sender’s buffer, where the coded pictures can
be generated by an online video coder or read from a stream file
that was generated offline. Since coded pictures can have dif-
ferent sizes, the accumulated data amount of the video stream is
a staircase, where the height of steps are varying. The buffered
data is drained and sent to the receiver at a constant bit rate of
, where is the slope of the straight line beneath the staircase,
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Fig. 8. Dynamics of the rate-regulation buffers of sender and receiver.

and the area below the staircase (shaded in the figure) represents
the remaining buffered data in the sender’s buffer.

After a constant transmission delay, the data arrives at the re-
ceiver also at bit rate and is stored in the receiver’s buffer.
Since coded pictures have various sizes, the video decoder at the
receiver waits for enough number of bits and instantaneously
removes each coded picture from the receiver’s buffer for de-
coding, which is represented as another staircase in this figure.
The area above this staircase (shaded in the figure) represents
the remaining buffered data in the receiver’s buffer. We note
that the upper-left line at the sender side indicates the sender’s
buffer limit and the lower-right line at the receiver side indicates
the receiver’s buffer limit.

Note that no buffer under/overflow is possible if the stair-
case (at either sender or receiver) stays within the tube of the
two straight lines, and the tube can be uniquely specified by its
streaming rate, buffer capacity, and initial delay [29]. Therefore,
streaming systems, including mobile TV networks, can employ
the HRD model and use rate-regulation buffer to regulate the
streaming rates of video streams, although the pictures were not
coded in uniform size. We call VBR streams that can be rate-reg-
ulated into CBR streams rate-regulated VBR streams, which are
also known as shaped VBR streams [27].

Rate-regulated VBR streams can be broadcast in mobile TV
networks, as illustrated in Fig. 9. At the base station, from the
left to right, the coded pictures are inserted into a Rate-Regu-
lation Buffer that adopts a traffic regulator to produce a CBR
stream at a constant streaming rate. This CBR stream is sent
over RTP packets to the Multi-Protocol Encapsulation Buffer,
where they form MPE bursts, which are larger than the RTP
packets. MPE bursts are then broadcast over the air medium and
stored in Multi-Protocol Decapsulation Buffer before being de-
capsulated back to a CBR stream at the mobile device. Finally,
the CBR stream is converted back to the original video stream
by the traffic regulator in the Rate-Regulation Buffer on the
mobile device. The burst scheduling algorithm proposed in the
paper manages the Multi-Protocol Encapsulation Buffer, which
resides after the Traffic Regulator at the base station. We men-
tion that a buffer setup similar to Fig. 9 is mentioned in DVB-H
standard documents [30, Sec. 5.1.3] and is being used in real
systems.

Next, we discuss the issues of broadcasting rate-regulated
VBR streams. To get rate-regulated VBR streams, users need
to specify the streaming rates, buffer capacity, and initial de-
lays at encoding time, which instruct video coders to constrain

Fig. 9. Rate regulator and other buffers in mobile TV networks.

the size of each coded picture in order to avoid over/under-
flowing the rate-regulation buffer. Broadcasting the resulting
rate-regulated VBR streams may lead to a couple of drawbacks.
First, they are not unconstrained VBR streams, as the coded
picture size may be limited by the leaky bucket tubes illus-
trated in Fig. 8. Nonetheless, the coding efficiency of rate-regu-
lated VBR streams is still better than that of strict CBR streams
[27]. Second, the rate-regulation process requires a rate-regu-
lation buffer and incurs longer initial delay. However, both the
memory requirement and the initial delay are user-specified and
can thus be controlled in reasonable ranges. Therefore, using
mobile TV networks illustrated in Fig. 9 to broadcast TV pro-
grams coded as rate-regulated VBR streams is feasible and leads
to better quality of service than broadcasting CBR streams. Nev-
ertheless, a better solution is to develop a burst scheduling algo-
rithm that directly handles unconstrained VBR streams for high
energy saving, which remains one of our future works. Broad-
casting unconstrained VBR streams is one of the most critical
and challenging open problems in mobile TV broadcast net-
works [31], [32].

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments using a real
mobile TV testbed as well as simulations to validate the cor-
rectness, efficiency, and near-optimality of the proposed burst
scheduling algorithm. We start by presenting the results from
our testbed. Then, we use simulations to analyze wider ranges of
several system parameters and their impact on the performance.

A. Setup of the Mobile TV Testbed

We have set up a complete testbed for mobile TV networks.
The testbed consists of two parts, a base station and receivers,
which are described in the following. We use a commodity
Linux PC as the base station and install a PCI modulator [33] in
it. The modulator implements the physical layer of the DVB-H
standard and is connected to an indoor antenna via a low-power
amplifier. In order to drive the modulator to transmit DVB-H
compliant signals, we run video server, IP encapsulator, and
modulator software in the base station. Some of the software
components are developed by us, and others are leveraged from
open-source projects. In the IP encapsulator, we have designed
the time slicing module to be well structured with clear inter-
faces in order to facilitate various burst scheduling algorithms.
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Fig. 10. Buffer level dynamics of the resulting burst schedules of our algorithm: no over/underflow instances are observed. (a) Channel 1, 264 kbps. (b) Channel 4,
684 kbps.

We then implemented our burst scheduling algorithm in the IP
encapsulator.

We use Nokia cellular phones, such as N92 and N96 [34],
as TV receivers. Although the cellular phones help in assessing
the visual quality of videos, they do not provide detailed logging
functions of the low-level signals, which are needed to evaluate
the scheduling algorithm. To cope with this limitation, we added
a DVB-H analyzer [35] to the testbed. This analyzer is attached
to a PC via a USB port and provides details on the RF signals
and DVB-H channels. It also comes with visualization software
that can run on the PC for real-time analysis. More details on
the testbed is available online at [36].

For the experiments, we configured the modulator to use
a 5-MHz radio channel with quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK) modulation scheme. According to the DVB-H stan-
dard documents, this leads to 5.445 Mbps effective shared
bandwidth [15]. We concurrently broadcast 12 TV channels
using our algorithm for 10 min. We set the frame length as
10 s. The TV channel bit rates are randomly chosen between
200 and 800 kbps. The receiver buffer size is 1 Mb. For each
TV channel, we set up a video streaming server on the base
station to send 1-kB IP packets at the chosen bit rate. We set
the overhead duration ms. We collect detailed burst
logs at the base station. The logs contain the start and end
times (in milliseconds) of every burst of data and its size. We
developed several software utilities to analyze the logs for three
performance metrics: cumulative received bits, time spacing
between successive bursts, and energy saving.

B. Results From the Mobile TV Testbed

Correctness of the DBS Algorithm: We first validate the cor-
rectness of the proposed algorithm, i.e., we make sure that the
algorithm results in no buffer violations for the receivers and
no burst conflicts. For buffer violations, we compute the cumu-
lative received bits (from the broadcasting base station) as the
time progresses and compare this number against the cumula-
tive consumed bits and the buffer upper limit. The cumulative
consumed bits are computed by multiplying the bit rate of each
TV channel with the time elapsed. The buffer upper limit is com-
puted as the number of consumed bits plus the receiver’s buffer
size , which is set to 1 Mb. Sample results are presented in

Fig. 10 for two TV channels; results for other channels are sim-
ilar. The figure shows the dynamics of the received bits, as the
number of bits increases upon receiving a burst and then stays
the same till the next burst. Meanwhile, the consumed bits and
the buffer upper limits are continuously increasing with slope
equals to the bit rate of the TV channel. The figure clearly shows
that the curve representing the received bits never goes below
the line representing consumed bits (i.e., no buffer underflow in-
stances) and never exceeds the buffer upper limit (i.e., no buffer
overflow instances). Note that these two figures show a shorter
time period, 20 s, for the clarity of the figure. Nonetheless, this
period covers multiple frames and the burst scheduling is iden-
tical in successive frames. Thus, the results are the same for the
whole streaming period (10 min).

To check for burst conflicts, we compute time spacing be-
tween all bursts. We first sort bursts of all TV channels based
on their start times. Then, we sequentially compute the time
spacing between the start time of a burst and the end time of
its immediate, previous, burst. We use the time spacing to vali-
date that the resulting schedule leads to no burst conflicts, as a
negative time spacing indicates bursts may intersect with each
other. Our logs show that there are no buffer conflicts among
bursts computed by our algorithm.

Energy Saving and Near-Optimality of the DBS Algorithm:
We report the energy saving achieved by receivers of different
TV channels when our burst scheduling algorithm is used.
Fig. 11(a) shows the energy saving of four representative TV
channels; the energy saving of other channels are not shown for
the clarity of the figure. We observe that the energy saving for
low-bit-rate TV channels can be as high as 92%, while it is only
78% for high-bit-rate TV channels. This significant difference
highlights the importance of choosing the appropriate bit rates
to encode TV channels carrying diverse video content. The
appropriate bit rate is not only important for enhancing the
perceived visual quality, but it is also important for maximizing
the energy saving and hence prolonging the viewing time on
mobile devices.

Next, we compare the energy saving achieved by our algo-
rithm against a very conservative upper bound on the maximum
achievable energy saving. Recall that the burst scheduling
problem is NP-complete and finding the exact optimal solution
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Fig. 11. (a) Energy saving achieved by our algorithm for individual TV channels. (b) Comparing the energy saving achieved by our algorithm against a conser-
vative upper bound on the energy saving.

may take prohibitively long time to compute. We compute
this upper bound as follows. For every TV channel, we make
the base station broadcast only this channel without any other
channels. The base station can maximize the energy saving by
allocating the largest burst that can fill the receiver’s buffer. The
RF circuit of the receiver is then turned off till the data of this
burst is consumed. Clearly, this is a conservative upper bound
on the energy saving that can be achieved by the receivers
of the considered channel. This is because the base station
has a complete freedom to allocate the largest burst without
considering any interactions from other channels. We repeat
this experiment 12 times, once for each considered TV channel.
Then, we run our algorithm to compute the burst schedule for
the 12 TV channels, and we make the base station broadcast all
of them concurrently. We compute the energy saving achieved
by mobile devices of each TV channel and compare it against
the upper bound on the energy saving. We report the results for
two sample TV channels in Fig. 11(b); the results for other TV
channels are similar. This figure shows that our algorithm pro-
duces near-optimal results: The gap between the energy saving
achieved by our algorithm and the upper bound is less than
7% in all cases (including the ones not shown in the figure).
We emphasize that this gap analysis is very conservative as we
compare our algorithm, which concurrently broadcasts several
TV channels at arbitrary bit rates, against the maximum energy
saving of broadcasting a single TV channel.

Running Time of the DBS Algorithm: In all of the above ex-
periments, our algorithm was running in real time on a com-
modity PC. The running time of our algorithm was in the order
of tens of milliseconds. Thus, the algorithm can be invoked fre-
quently as needed and in real time. This is a useful property for
the network operators as it allows them to handle the dynamic
nature of mobile TV networks and the usual changes in the of-
fered TV programs. For example, broadcasting a commercial
ad with high motion and rich visual content (and thus high bit
rate) during a talk show (low bit rate) is quite simple: Just be-
fore broadcasting the first burst of the commercial ad, our burst
scheduling algorithm is invoked to compute a new burst trans-
mission schedule considering the new bit rate of the ad. The
same can be done for transitioning between shows and adding
new TV channels.

Finally, we mention that the relative start time of each burst
is recorded in the header of its predecessor burst such that the
receivers know when they need to wake up to receive data [2],
[3]. As the start time is sent in the relative form, its accuracy
is not affected by any constant delays between the base station
and its receivers. However, the start time is sensitive to the clock
jitter caused by the inaccuracy of the timers of mobile devices.
Therefore, mobile devices cope with this by waking up their RF
circuits slightly earlier to absorb the clock inaccuracy, which is
referred to as delay jitter, and it is in the order of 10 ms [15].

C. Simulation Setup

We have implemented a simulator for mobile TV broadcast
networks in Java. The simulator captures all important aspects
relevant to the burst scheduling problem, and it abstracts away
details such as sending program guide to mobile devices that
are orthogonal to our problem. We developed the simulator to
analyze wider ranges of the parameters, including extreme and
boundary values that are difficult to exercise in the real testbed.
This is useful to fully understand the merits and shortcomings
of our algorithm.

Unless otherwise specified, we use the following parameters.
The receiver buffer size Mb, wireless medium bit rate

Mbps, frame length s, and overhead duration
ms. We randomly choose the bit rates of TV channels

between 50 to 1000 kbps to emulate different types of TV pro-
grams. We repeat each experiment 100 times, and we report the
means and 95% confidence intervals of the performance met-
rics.

We consider several performance metrics, including energy
saving , channel switching delay , and running time of our
algorithm. We define the channel switching delay as the time a
user waits before s/he starts viewing a selected channel when
a change of channel is requested by that user. The channel
switching delay is an important metric in mobile TV networks,
as many users tend to flip through several channels before they
decide on a specific channel to watch. The channel switching
delay is composed of several accumulated parts, in which the
frame refresh delay and time slicing delay are the two domi-
nating contributors [31], [37]. The frame refresh delay refers to
the time period between receiving the first bit of a new video
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Fig. 12. Impact of the receiver buffer on energy saving and switching delay.

stream and receiving the next random access point, typically an
intracoded picture, of that video. The time slicing delay refers
to the time period between locking on a mobile TV signal
and receiving enough bursts of the selected TV channel for a
smooth playout. Our simulator captures only the time slicing
delay. The frame refresh delay is difficult to simulate because
it depends on the specific video content, how it is encoded,
and how the frames are organized. In addition, the time slicing
delay is a direct outcome of our burst scheduling algorithm,
while the frame refresh delay is orthogonal to our algorithm.

D. Simulation Results

Tradeoff Between Energy Saving and Channel Switching
Delay: Our results reveal a tradeoff between the achieved
energy saving by mobile devices and the average channel
switching delay. Furthermore, this tradeoff can be controlled by
choosing the appropriate receiver buffer size. To demonstrate
this tradeoff, we vary the receiver buffer size between 128 and
2048 kb. We run our simulator and compute the energy saving
and the channel switching delay for each buffer value. The
results of channel switching delay are shown in Fig. 12. This
figure shows that smaller channel switching delays—which
are desirable for better viewing experience—require smaller
receiver buffer sizes. For example, the average switching delay
is reduced from 4 to 2 s by reducing receiver buffer size from
2 to 1 Mb. This indicates that changing the buffer size can
control channel switching delays. However, smaller receiver
buffer sizes dictate shorter bursts, which increases the energy
consumption as RF circuits of the receivers are up more often
for smaller bursts and each burst incurs an additional overhead
(of at least ms). This is also shown in Fig. 12 as the energy
saving diminishes when receiver buffer size becomes very
small. The figure indicates that a buffer size of at least 1000 kb
is needed to achieve an average energy saving of 75%. With
1000 kb buffer, the average switching delay is about 2 s. If fur-
ther smaller switching delays are desired without sacrificing the
energy saving, other mechanisms may be needed. For example,
scalable video coding can be used to encode each TV channel
into multiple layers [38]. This scalable video coding, however,
imposes an additional overhead as it consumes a small fraction
of the wireless medium bandwidth.

Impact of Wireless Medium Utilization: Next, we evaluate the
performance of our algorithm under different bandwidth utiliza-

Fig. 13. Impact of bandwidth utilization on switching delay.

tions of the shared air medium. We consider various bandwidth
utilization from 30% to 100% to cover all practical scenarios.
The frame length is fixed at 10 s. For each bandwidth utiliza-
tion, we consider a burst scheduling problem with TV chan-
nels encoded at arbitrary bit rates randomly chosen between 50
and 1000 kbps. We then solve each burst scheduling problem
using our DBS algorithm and measure the energy saving and the
switching delay. The results indicate that increasing the band-
width utilization has a minor impact on the energy saving and
the switching delay. For example, the average energy saving
(figure not shown here due to space limitations) is reduced by
less than 5% as the utilization increases from 30% to 100%,
while Fig. 13 shows that the channel switching delay decreases
from 5.8 to 4.2 s as the utilization increases. This degradation of
energy saving is intuitive because heavy loaded mobile TV net-
works leave smaller rooms for arranging the bursts of different
TV channels to save energy, which results in more bursts for
each TV channel. More bursts, however, lead to lower channel
switching delay because mobile devices can reach the next burst
faster. Most importantly, this set of experiments shows that our
algorithm is robust and functions properly even in fully loaded
networks.

Impact of Frame Length: We analyze the impact of various
frame lengths on the performance. We vary the frame length
from 10 s to 4 min and measure the energy saving and the
channel switching delay in each case. We fix the bandwidth uti-
lization at 90%. We report the results in Fig. 14, which shows
that increasing the frame length from 10 s to 4 min improves the
average energy saving by only about 2%, while it doubles the
average channel switching delay. The marginal energy saving
improvement is clearly not desirable given the significant in-
crease in the switching delay. This experiment indicates a frame
length in the range between 10 and 60 s would achieve a high en-
ergy saving without incurring excessive channel switching de-
lays. The specific value of the frame length can be decided by
the network operator based on other considerations, such as the
desired level of responsiveness to changes in the video content
of the TV channels.

Running Time: Finally, we report the average running time
of our algorithm on a commodity PC with a 2.6-GHz processor
that runs Linux. Fig. 15 shows the running time of the algorithm
to compute the burst transmission schedules as the bandwidth
utilization varies from 30% to 100% while the frame length is
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Fig. 14. Impact of frame length on energy saving and switching delay.

Fig. 15. Running time of our algorithm.

fixed at 10 s. The figure shows that the maximum running time is
less than 110 ms on a commodity PC, to compute burst schedules
for fully utilized mobile TV network. These results confirm our
results from the real testbed that our algorithm can indeed run
in real time.

We also collect the running time of our algorithm as the frame
length varies from 10 to 256 s, while the bandwidth utilization
is fixed at 90%. We observe that (figure not shown due to space
limitations) for practical frame lengths (less than 60 s), our al-
gorithm terminates in the order of milliseconds. Larger frames
contain many bursts and require more computations to carefully
specify the start and end of each of them. However, even for
such (unusual) large frames, our algorithm terminates in less
than 1.1 s. Notice also that the running time of 1.1 s is insignifi-
cant compared to a frame length of 256 s because our algorithm
is invoked at most once in each frame.

VI. CONCLUSION

We studied the energy optimization problem in mobile TV
networks. We mathematically formulated the burst scheduling
problem for multiple TV channels with arbitrary bit rates.
Solving this problem is important because it enables network
operators to offer high-quality video programs at bit rates
commensurate to the visual complexity of these programs
instead of having to use a uniform bit rate for all types of
programs, as is currently done in some of the deployed mobile
TV networks. The burst scheduling problem is, unfortunately,
NP-complete. We proposed a novel approximation algorithm

for this burst scheduling problem. We proved that our algorithm
has a small approximation factor, and it has a time complexity
of , where is the number of TV channels
and is a constant value for the frame length on which the
burst scheduling problem is solved. We also showed how our
algorithm can be used to broadcast rate-regulated VBR video
streams. We implemented and validated our algorithm in a
real mobile TV testbed that complies to the DVB-H standard.
We also developed a simulator for mobile TV networks to
study the impact of wide ranges of various parameters on the
performance of our algorithm. Our experimental and simulation
results show that the resulting schedules are correct and the
approximation factor of the proposed algorithm is very close to
one for most practical mobile TV networks. They also verify
that our algorithm can run in real time, and it scales well to
large scheduling problems.
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